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Introduction 

 

The relations between Pakistan and Eastern European states under Soviet influence have been 

deeply determined by the change of policies on both an external and internal level in all countries 

involved; this change of policies is mainly related to the death of Stalin, who, when alive, 

strongly opposed any exchange or contact between the States under his influence and Pakistan. 
1 

 

In this essay I shall begin by describing the relations between Pakistan and the Socialist states of 

Eastern Europe, by illustrating a number of trade and economic deals. Furthermore I shall focus 

on the connection between Pakistan and Romania, primarily in the economic field, focusing on 

the period of Soviet influence in Romania; subsequently I will compare it with the economic 

relations that the two states have today. Finally I shall try to formulate a hypothesis on how the 

past flourishing trade relationship between the two countries could be re-established. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Trade and political relations between Pakistan and Socialist Eastern Europe under Soviet 

influence 

 

The relations between the Socialist states of Eastern Europe and Pakistan have been positively 

influenced by some common characteristics that all the countries under analysis have. First of all 

they belong to the category of small states, having a common location and experience in dealing 

with alliances, threats and aids of Big Powers. This feature, in addition to the similar economic 

development, historical, cultural and demographic affinity created and grew a feeling of 

sympathy between Pakistan and the block of Socialist Eastern Europe. 

 

As stated previously, these multilateral relations started to develop after the death of Stalin; 

however until 1953 Pakistan aligned with anti-communist pacts, namely the Baghdad (later 

known as CENTO) and the SEATO pact, in order to have military support from the West in the 

hostility against India.
2
 As a reaction to the pacts, the Soviet Union supported and allied itself 

with India and Afghanistan, taking position against Pakistan. Furthermore in December 1955, 
 
1 Khalida Qureshi, "Major factors in Pakistan-East European Relations”, Pakistan Horizon22, no. 3 (1969): 239-40. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41392983  
2
 Ibid, 240 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/41392983


during an Asian tour, Khrushchev and Bulganin took a hostile stance towards Pakistan, stating 

that Kashmir was part of Northern India; it is important to point out the neutral position taken on 

the matter by the Soviet Union the previous year. The sudden change of attitude indicates an 

interest in removing Pakistan away from its Western alliances and at the same time punishing it 

for its choices. 
3 

 

At the beginning of the 60s, with the death of the American Secretary of State J. F. Dulles and as 

the anti-communist pacts lost their importance, Pakistan changed its foreign policy and its 

alliances. As a consequence of the alignment of India with the West and the feeling that it has 

not had many advantages from the previous agreements, Pakistan oriented its foreign policy 

towards Eastern Europe. The first agreement between Pakistan and the Soviet Union was signed 

in 1961 and it consisted of an oil pact. Moreover the change of attitude of the East European 

states towards the Soviet Union positively influenced the Pakistani relations with the Soviet bloc; 

they succeeded in establishing a certain degree of independence from Moscow’s political and 

economic policies both on an internal and external level. Romania, for instance, changed its 

attitude on the Kashmir issue, adopting now a positive and favorable stance on the matter, 

advocating for Pakistan. 

 

Furthermore similar and complementary back-warded economies, mainly based on agriculture, 

have brought Pakistan and the Eastern European bloc closer together. Despite being interested in 

promoting Socialism in developing countries like Pakistan, the main reason for the establishment 

of these multilateral relations remained an economic one. As the communist states developed a 

degree of industrialization, they were looking for new markets in which to sell their surplus; 

being the Western market very competitive and not interested in their products, the East 

European socialist countries directed their attention on developing states in need of goods and 

services, which did not have a high competition on the market. Pakistan was the perfect trade 

partner, as it could supply the Eastern European states with processed, semi-processed and raw 

materials and goods, which were not sophisticated enough for the Western market. Another point 

of agreement between them were the terms of trade agreement, barter trade being the ideal 

settlement.
4 

  
3 Mohammed Ahsen Chaudhri, "Pakistan's Relations with the Soviet Union", Asian Survey6, no. 9 (1966): 494-495. 
www.jstor.org/stable/2642350 
4 Qureshi, "Major factors in Pakistan-East European Relations”, 240-242. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2642350


Another decisive push on the relations between Pakistan and the countries of the Soviet bloc, 

were two episodes at the end of the 50's which drove Pakistan to look for other economic allies 

besides the United States and Great Britain. In 1958, the USA lent money to European states in 

order for them to be able to buy the surplus of American cotton put on the market; as a 

consequence Pakistani cotton could not compete against the USA in the market, Pakistan turned 

to the Soviet states which purchased Pakistani products. Another event well worth mentioning is 

the accession of Great Britain to the European Common Market; this decision had repercussions 

on the economy of Pakistan, because as a member of the Commonwealth it was negatively 

impacted by British protectionism and increasing tariffs. 

 

Since the USSR and the satellite states were looking for new trading partners as well, Pakistan 

and the Soviet bloc started an intense commercial and economic exchange, supported by the 

Most Favoured Nation Treatment. 
5
 In international economics, the principle of Most Favoured 

Nation (MFN) Treatment is granted under WTO agreements, it is a status concerning 

international trade partners, ensuring a non-discriminatory trade policy, guaranteeing equal trade 

between the two parts but also among all WTO members.
6 

 

Pakistan received important economic assistance from the Eastern European Socialist states at 

the beginning of the 60s. As a consequence of President Ayub's visit to Moscow in April 1965, 

the two leaders signed a trade agreement, cultural exchange and economic partnership, the so 

called Third Five-Year Plan, through which the Soviet Union agreed in supporting Pakistan in 

executing thirty major infrastructural and development projects, providing Pakistan with power 

and steel plants, sea ports, air fields and radio communication.
7 

 

Furthermore, India and its conflict against Pakistan over the area of Kashmir had an important 

role in securing even more the relations between the Eastern European states and Pakistan. 

Understanding the dangerous situation, the Soviet Prime Minister wrote a letter, in 1965, to 

President Ayub offering support to both India and Pakistan with the intention of resolving the 

conflict. Therefore Prime Minister Kosygin organized a meeting between the two Asian states, 

acting as an intermediary between them; Pakistan accepted the aid seeing it as positive intentions 
  
5 Ibid, 243-244 

6 “Understanding the WTO - Principles of the Trading System.”, World Trade Organisation, accessed October 23, 
2020. https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm. 
7 Chaudhri, "Pakistan's Relations with the Soviet Union.", 497. 

https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm


in solving the struggle over Kashmir. On the other hand, the Indian Prime Minister Shastri was 

reluctant, continuing to state that Kashmir was an intrinsic part of India; despite the initial 

position, India accepted the Russians' propositions as a result of the fact that USSR continued to 

provide arms to India during the war. Following, the Indian and Pakistani Prime Ministers met at 

Tashkent in January 1966, signing the Tashkent Declaration, despite the latter being considered a 

success in Soviet diplomacy, the Declaration only contained solutions for resuming peaceful 

relations between India and Pakistan, however nothing on the issue of Kashmir was mentioned. 

In spite of this omission, the Tashkent Declaration seals a new scale of cooperation between the 

USSR and Pakistan. 
8 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The beginnings and the peak of the relations between Pakistan and the Socialist Republic 

of Romania 
 
In 1964, Romania and Pakistan established, for the first time, their diplomatic partnership 

developing strong economic, but also political relations. However, in order to have a clear 

picture of the political context of Romania and Pakistan, it is necessary to take a step back in 

history and pointing out the two countries’ positions during the Second World War and the fact 

that they only gained independence in the 1940s, after a series of more or less violent struggles. 
 

On 23
rd

 August 1944 we saw the creation of the Romanian People’s Republic which emerged 

after clashes between the working class and, what at the time were, the reactionary and fascist 

forces. Pakistan, on the other hand, confronted the Hindu power and the British Raj; on 14
th

 

August 1947, under the guidance of Quaid-i-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah, the country 

established its independence. 
 

As far as the Second World War is concerned, Romania in August 1944, led by King Michael 

pushed out of power Antonescu and changed its side in the war, allying itself with the Red Army 

in the fight against Nazi Germany. After the Second World War, Romania started its alliance 

with Moscow and joined the Warsaw Pact; the Romanian Communist Movement was completely 

controlled and influenced by USSR from 1944 to 1952, the political scene divided between a 
 
 
8 Ibid, 498-499

 



pro-Moscow group led by Ana Paukers and Vasile Lucas and on the other side the ruling party of 

Gheorghiu Dej of Stalinist influence. On 19
th

 March 1965, after Dej’s death, Nicolae Ceaușescu 

took the lead of the Romanian Workers Communist Party as First Secretary, continuing Dej 

policies of democratisation of the Party. 
 

Pakistan, after establishing its independence, as a consequence of India’s aggressive policy, 

aligned with the USA and remained in the British Commonwealth for trade and economic 

purposes, signing the SEATO and the Baghdad Pact. Due to their contrasting positions in foreign 

policy, Pakistan and Romania had no official relations from 1947 to 1964. 
9 

 

The first Romanian trade delegation visited Pakistan on 14
th

 May 1964, as a consequence of the 

meeting, a General Trade Agreement was signed between the two states, it was valid one year 

and it granted a Most-Favoured-Nation Treatment; furthermore Romania also had permission to 

set up a Trade Office in Karachi. The agreement established that Romania was to export to 

Pakistan oil refinery, plants for chemical industry, tractors, agricultural aids and electrical goods. 

On the other hand Pakistan had to export to Romania cotton and textiles goods, musical 

instruments, canned fish and jute. Moreover in November of the same year, diplomatic relations 

were settled between the two states, this being the first international agreement signed in 

Islamabad. Pakistan’s ambassador to Czechoslovakia was to be also representative of Romania; 

later on Pakistan’s first envoy was established in Bucharest in December 1966, in the same year 

the first ambassador of Romania took residency in Islamabad. 
 

In July 1966, a Romanian delegation visited Pakistan in order to establish a new commercial pact 

conducted under the Commodity Exchange Agreements, it set an exchange of goods worth Rs. 

3.5 crore for each of the two states; as agreed Romania was to receive 50% of Pakistani 

manufactures and textiles. This agreement helped Pakistan in establishing a stable market for its 

goods and services. Import to Pakistan from Romania comprised chemical oils, electrical 

equipment, road and machinery construction and pharmaceutics tools. On the other hand, 

analysing exports from Pakistan to Romania we can find both finished and unfinished goods 

such as carpets, leather, surgical instruments and cotton. Moreover, trade between the two 

countries improved notably in September 1967, when a Pakistan-Romania Barter Agreement was 
 
 

 
9 ImdadShah, "Major factors in Pakistan-East European Relations”. Pakistan Horizon22, no. 3 (1980): 31-33. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393632. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393632


signed stipulating a Pakistani export to Romania of cotton yarn worth Rs. 23.81 lakh and textile 

worth Rs. 1 crore 28 lakh. 
10 

 
In November 1965 Mr Z. A. Bhutto, Foreign Minister of Pakistan, visited Romania for the first 

time in the context of Kashmir and Romania’s position on the struggle; following, in April 1967 

the Romanian Foreign Minister Mr Corneliu Manescu reciprocated the visit in Pakistan. In 

October of the same year President Ayub Khan arrived in Bucharest; it was the first time a 

Pakistani head of state visited Romania. All this number of diplomatic meetings had as the main 

common denominator Kashmir. During his visit, Mr Ayub Khan put in light the still on-going 

hostilities and struggles between Pakistan and India, despite the Tashkent Declaration; 

furthermore he pushed collaboration between Romania and Pakistan in regards to stabilising the 

dangerous situation in Kashmir.
11

 Chivu Stoica, the Romanian President at the time stressed out 

his support for Pakistan, more generally for countries in Africa and Asia fighting against 

colonialism; he emphasized the right of self-determination and independence, criticising the 

practice of interfering in internal affairs of small states. Furthermore the two leaders highlighted 

their concern over the war in Vietnam and expressed their favourable position for a peaceful 

resolution of the struggle between internal forces, without an external intervention, as stated by 

the 1954 Geneva Agreement. Moreover they also commented upon the Middle East conflict 

calling for a solution in accordance with the UN Charter and opposing the use of force. 
 

In conclusion they both agreed to solve conflicts following the principles of the United Nations 

Charter and those of International Law and Justice. 
12 

 
In April 1967, Mr Ghulam Faruque, Pakistan’s Commerce Minister, stated that Romania offered 

Pakistan commercial credit for the importation of fertilisers, hydroelectric plants and 

machineries; in 1968 a long-term agreement was signed which replaced the 1964 General Trade 

Agreement. The new arrangement had an initial validity of five years, to be later renewed 

automatically for the duration of one year. 
 

Besides all the political and economic agreements between Pakistan and Romania, the two 

countries also enjoyed a cultural agreement signed in 1968, which established an exchange of 
 
10 Ibid, 33-35 

11 Sabiha Hasan, "Pakistan and the Socialist Republic of Romania”,Pakistan Horizon 32, no. 4 (1979): 132. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393612.  
12 Imdad Shah, "Major factors in Pakistan-East European Relations”,Pakistan Horizon 22, no. 3 
(1980): 36. http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393632. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393612
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41393632


artistic cultural goods, but also improved cooperation in the field of tourism, sports, education, 

health and science. 
13 

 
In regards to the 1971 Bangladesh War for independence, Romanian government remained 

favorable to Pakistan, not joining the Soviet Eastern European states in recognizing Bangladesh 

as an independent state until June 1972. 

 

In January 1973, the President of Romania visited Pakistan; the event is worth mentioning as 

Ceausescu was the second head of state to pay a visit to Pakistan after the conflict with 

Bangladesh. On January 9
th

 the two leaders signed a Solemn Joint Declaration, its principles 

being coherent with the UN Charter and covering a more extensive area than the ten principles of 

Bandung; the latter consisted in a declaration of ten principles having the main purpose of world 

cooperation and peace among Asian and African states. Mr Nicolae Ceausescu stated that the 

Solemn Joint Declaration opened a new era of long and stable relations between Pakistan and 

Romania and increased the friendship between the two states. 
14 

 

The Declaration was meant to express openly the intentions of both countries towards promoting 

peace, détente and cooperation in the world, more specifically in Asia and Europe; the document 

set twelve principles to be observed in the bilateral and multilateral relations. The main core of 

the Declaration was stressing out the inalienability of self-determination of the people, the right 

to choose their own economic, political and social system without external interventions and the 

importance of the sovereign and independent features of a state. To ensure that the 

implementation of the principles would be respected, the two countries established periodical 

consultations between them. 

 

Besides the Solemn Joint Declaration, during the same state visit, a Joint Commission for 

Economic Cooperation was signed, in order to establish annually potential actions for further 

development; trade between the two states expanded in the following years. In May 1974, a 

barter agreement was endorsed; the pact established a Romanian importation of cotton goods, as 

well as leather products, chemicals and carpets; whereas Pakistan was to import building 

equipment, power transformers, drilling rigs and oil-field equipment. 
15 

 
 
13 Hasan, "Pakistan and the Socialist Republic of Romania”, 133. 

14 Ibid, 135-136 

15 Imdad, "Major factors in Pakistan-East European Relations”, 39-40. 



As a direct consequence of the Declaration signed in January 1973, a year later, Romania 

sustained Pakistan position and motion in the United Nations General Assembly regarding a 

Nuclear Weapon-Free-Zone in South Asia, while the other Eastern European states of the Soviet 

bloc abstained in taking a stance. Furthermore in 1975, during a visit to Romania of the Prime 

Minister of Pakistan, a trade target worth $100 million was set for 1980; this new commercial 

agreement intensified even more the mutual development and interrelationship between the two 

states. So far as, in December 1975 when a Romanian Parliamentary commission arrived in 

Pakistan, an amiability group between Romania and Pakistan was formed in the Pakistan 

National Assembly. 

 

Two of the joint ventures between Pakistan and Romania which are particularly worth 

mentioning are the Kohat cement plant and the expansion of the Karachi oil refinery. In January 

1978 the agreement for the construction of the Kohat cement plant was signed; Romanian 

machineries and technological expertise were provided under a plan signed the previous year 

which had the country to provide Pakistan with the required supply for the project. The cement 

plant was completed in 1981 having an annual capacity of 3 lakh tons. On the other hand the 

expansion of the National Oil Refinery was signed on 29
th

 December 1973 between Pakistan and 

Romania, the project established the training in Romania of Pakistani engineers specialised in 

refinery; the refinery would be enlarged having a capacity of thrice the initial. It was inaugurated 

on 18
th

 January 1978 by General Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq, Pakistan’s Chief Martial Law 

Administrator; he described it as tangible evidence of the cooperation and friendship between 

Pakistan and Romania. 
16 

 

Despite the important role of trade and economy, the agreements between Romania and Pakistan 

were not merely limited to that, the cultural aspect and the resulting agreements were equally 

relevant although on different levels. An exchange of cultural goods has been put in place by the 

two states, involving photographs, paintings as well as films and Romanian folk art; great 

importance has been given to education, Romania granting Pakistan multiple scholarships for 

professional training and studies in Romania. To this extent, a Convention on Equivalence of 

Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees and a Protocol of Cooperation in the field of Scientific 

Research and Technological Development were both signed in 1978; all sorts of diplomas being 
 
 

16 Hasan, "Pakistan and the Socialist Republic of Romania”, 136, 140. 



recognised between the two countries, giving Pakistani students and workers studying in 

Romania the possibility to return to Pakistan having a valid recognition. 

 

Furthermore, agreements such as the Visa Abolition Agreement and the Air Service Agreement, 

Radio and TV were signed respectively in 1971 and 1973. Following, in order to boost tourism 

between the two countries, a first Tourism Agreement was stipulated in 1975 succeeded by a 

Protocol on tourism signed in 1979. The latter provided tourists with a number of packages 

comprising sightseeing tours, youth groups, educational and cultural tours, all having the purpose 

of establishing a better understanding between the two countries also at the popular level of the 

citizens. 
17 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17 Ibid, 145-146 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exports to Romania-table V, Hasan, Sabiha. "Pakistan and the Socialist Republic of Romania”, Pakistan Horizon32, 

no. 4 (1979): 143 
 
As we can observe from Table V in the span of time from 1972 to 1976 exports to Romania have 

been steadily growing, despite a sudden drastic decrease in 1973-1974. The highest trade value 

has been that of rice, however Pakistan only exported rice to Romania starting from 1975-1976. 

A constant and reliable export has been that of leather and leather products, being traded for the 

entire duration of the years under analysis and undergoing a growth. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Imports from Romania-table VI, Hasan, Sabiha. "Pakistan and the Socialist Republic of Romania”, Pakistan 
Horizon32, no. 4 (1979): 144 
 

From Table VI one can observe how imports from Romania had a higher trade value compared 

to Pakistan exports to Romania. Many goods have been regularly imported during the years 

under analysis, for instance aluminum ingots, tanks and vats as well as petroleum products and 

dyes and colours. Despite this steady pattern of trade, few of the imports have undergone a 

growth in value during the years, such as machinery and equipment, likewise chemicals and 

chemical preparation, iron and steel products and transports vehicles and parts. 



Trade and political relations between Romania and Pakistan nowadays 

 

Turning our attention towards more recent commercial and political relations, we can affirm that 

the connection between Romania and Pakistan has weakened over the years following the 1989 

Romanian Revolution, nevertheless there are still many economic relations between the two 

states and the will to re-establish a close contact as the one of the past is more and more present. 

In 2016 at the event Public Talk on Pakistan-Romania Relations, which was held at the Institute 

of Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI), His Excellency Mr Emilian Ion, former Ambassador 

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Romania to Pakistan stated the importance and the 

constructing effects which the past economic and political relations had in both states. Despite 

the current decrease in trade and economic agreements between Pakistan and Romania, the trade 

figures in 2016 were more than $300 million; moreover Mr Emilian Ion, emphasized his will and 

favorable approach in deepening the relations between the two countries.
18 

 

In 2018 at the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad, in the context of the same event Public 

Talk on Pakistan-Romania Relations, His Excellency Mr Nicolae Goia Ambassador of Romania 

to Pakistan, put in highlight the relevance of past relations, furthermore he stressed the profitable 

current relations between Pakistan and Romania; for instance the resolute Romanian support in 

favour of Pakistan being given the GSP Plus status by the European Union, as a consequence of 

this status Pakistan’s exports to the EU incremented by more than 30%. Moreover His 

Excellency recalled Romania’s backing for Pakistan in being elected in the Security Council of 

the UN in 2011. Despite the passing years and the decrease in relations between Pakistan and 

Romania, the two states still have relevant cultural connections and agreements; in 2018 around 

200 Pakistans pursued their studies at different educational levels in Romania, furthermore 

professional training was also active. On the other hand, Ambassador Khalid Mahmood, 

Chairman ISSI, in his speech stated his hopes of an improvement in political and economic 

relations between Pakistan and Romania, as a consequence of Pakistan’s status of GSP Plus; he 

also remarked the prospects of cooperation in the field of defence.
19 

 
 
 
18 “Pakistan-Romanian Relations”,Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad, August 3, 2016. Accessed November 3, 
2020 http://issi.org.pk/public-talk-on-pakistan-romanian-relations-press-release/ 
19 “Pak-Romania Relationship Getting New Impetus”, Embassy of Romania in the Islamic Republic of 
Pakistan, January 25, 2018. Accessed November 3, 2020 http://islamabad.mae.ro/en/node/994 

http://issi.org.pk/public-talk-on-pakistan-romanian-relations-press-release/
http://islamabad.mae.ro/en/node/994


The current relations between Romania and Pakistan are not only based on governmental 

agreements, but also on mutual support and assistance. For instance in October 2005, 

subsequently to the strongest and most devastating seism affecting South Asia, which caused 

damage of over 5 billion dollars and which left 3 million people homeless and 1.3 million people 

unemployed, Romania sent to Pakistan humanitarian aid of €105’000 consisting in medicine, 

isothermal tents, blankets, first aid kits and other goods helpful for the people in need. As 

reciprocated assistance, Pakistan provided Romania with humanitarian aid of €100’000, 

following the floods of the summer 2010 which struck the country.
20 

 

As stated by His Excellency former Pakistan’s ambassador to Romania, Mr Safdar Hayat, in an 

interview to DefenseRomania, the political relations and agreements between Pakistan and 

Romania improved over the past years as a result of a number of political interactions between 

the two states. For instance in July 2016 in Mongolia on the sidelines of the 11
th

 ASEM Summit, 

Mr Sartaj Aziz, former Adviser to the Prime Minister on Foreign Affairs met with the then 

Romanian Foreign Minister Mr Lazar Comanescu. Furthermore, H.E. stated that the two 

countries held biennial consultations between the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, in order to 

discuss matters of common interests and agreements opportunity. 

 

The bilateral trade figures in 2018 were $70.52 million
21

, while in 2019 trade decreased to 

$45.46 million
22

; despite recent commercial improvements, trade between the two countries is 

below the real potential. Pakistan is mainly exporting to Romania chemical products as well as 

cotton and textile goods; on the other hand Pakistan is importing machineries, oil seed together 

with petroleum, chemical elements and oleaginous fruits. Mr Safdar Hayat emphasised also the 

new investment and trade opportunities as a consequence of the opening of the China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor. Other agreements between the two countries consist in the comparative 

advantage of Pakistan in having a huge number of low-cost well trained labor, while Romania is 
 

 
20 “Relaţii bilaterale - Scurt istoric”, Embassy of Romania in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, June 25, 
2013. Accessed 3 November 2020 https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/221  
21 Safdar Hayat, “Pakistan-Romania Relations: Historic Friendship, Promising Future”, interview by Tudor 
Curtifan, DefenseRomania, April 19 2019 https://www.defenseromania.ro/pakistan-romania-relations-historic-
friendship-promising-future_596721.html  
22 “Relaţii economice- Schimburile comerciale”, Embassy of Romania in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 
updated March 16, 2020. Accessed November 3, 2020 https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/168 

https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/221
https://www.defenseromania.ro/pakistan-romania-relations-historic-friendship-promising-future_596721.html
https://www.defenseromania.ro/pakistan-romania-relations-historic-friendship-promising-future_596721.html
https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/168


lacking the same labor force; therefore Pakistani workers could easily compensate the scarcity in 

Romanian personnel, the textile and the construction sectors being mostly involved. 

 

Despite the decreasing in trade and political agreements, bilateral collaboration in the field of 

education remained almost unchanged. For instance, Politehnica University in Bucharest is 

working together with different Pakistani research institutions; additionally the Romanian 

University is also shaping new collaborations with Pakistani universities as well. Furthermore 

institutions such as the Islamabad Institute of Strategic Studies (ISSI), the Society of Asian 

Civilisation (SAC), as well as the Romanian Institute for Europe-Asia Studies (IRSEA) and a 

number of others, are currently taking advantage of their partnership in the educational and 

research field.
23

 In September 2011 an Agreement on economic, scientific and technical 

cooperation was signed between the Government of Romania and the Government of the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan, it entered into force in March 2012 for an undetermined period of time.
24 

 

In spite of the numerous bilateral collaborations, the number of Pakistani students coming to 

Romania decreased due to visa problems encountered, as Romania was following a strict visa 

regime for Asian countries; this problem not only affected the flow of students, but also the 

Pakistani business investments and the migratory stream. In 2019 the Pakistani diaspora in 

Romania was constituted of a small group of around 150-200 individuals, many of which 

permanently established in the country and they are now acting as a bridge between the two 

countries in spreading the cultural Pakistani traditions. 
25 

 

In 2019 in an interview His Excellency Nicolae Goia, Ambassador of Romania in Pakistan, 

stated that the foundation, in February 2011, of the Pakistan Romania Business Council (PRBC) 

helped develop strategies in deepening economic relations between the two states.
26

 The 

Council's main missions have the purpose of promoting Pakistani commerce and investments in 

Romania; namely developing a better understanding of Pakistani and Romanian business in the 

prospect of future ventures and making clear the Pakistani point of view of investments within 
 

 
23 Hayat, interview.

 

24 “Relaţii bilaterale- Cadru juridic bilateral”, Embassy of Romania in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, updated
 

June 20, 2013. Accessed November 3, 2020 https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/170 
25 Hayat, interview.

 

26 “Interview with Ambassador of Romania H.E. Nicolae Goia in Pakistan”, Embassy of Romania in the Islamic
 

Republic of Pakistan, December 17, 2019. Accessed November 3, 2020 http://islamabad.mae.ro/en/node/970 

https://islamabad.mae.ro/node/170
http://islamabad.mae.ro/en/node/970


both the private and public Romanian sectors. Moreover the Council has the goal of facilitating 

close contacts between its members and Romanian business or senior governmental leaders; the 

PRBC also aims at collaborating with other institutions and trade partners in the interest of 

deepening bilateral relations. 
27 

 

Furthermore H.E. Nicolae Goia also stated the interest in enhancing military and defence 

cooperation at a bilateral level, for this purpose in 2013 an agreement for Defence Cooperation 

was signed by the two countries; it focus on the combat of terrorism as well as peace keeping 

missions not only in the bilateral framework, but also in international fora.
28 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Analysis of recent and current trade between Romania and Pakistan 

 

Before focusing on the analysis of trade between Romania and Pakistan it is necessary to briefly 

provide a general introduction on trade, in order to have a clear understanding of the concepts 

that we are going to observe later. When a country does not have the means or the capability to 

satisfy its own needs, the most favourable solution is to exploit its own resources, even if scarce, 

in order to produce goods and services on which to base trade. In other cases a country might 

have both the resources and capacity to produce its own goods and services, yet it might be more 

advantageous to import; imports might be more easily available, of a better quality or cheaper 

than the local products. A stable and profitable trade could bring many benefits to a country, first 

of all trade encourages a country to specialise in producing a certain service or good bringing the 

country a comparative advantage; this means that the production has the lowest opportunity cost 

and it will be more efficient and effective. In the long run this specialisation will have further 

benefits as it might produce economies of scale, as well as an improvement in the quality of the 

products. Furthermore trade is also likely to increase competition and the purchasing power of 

the consumers; as a consequence of the direct link between production and employment, trade 

might also increment employment. On the other hand trade may also bring some disadvantages, 

for instance certain industries and local producers might suffer from the high competition of 
 
27 Pakistan-Romania Business Council, accessed November 2, 2020 

https://pakromaniacouncil.org/mission.htm 
28 Embassy of Romania in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Interview with Ambassador of Romania H.E. Nicolae 
Goia in Pakistan.

 

https://pakromaniacouncil.org/mission.htm
https://pakromaniacouncil.org/mission.htm
https://pakromaniacouncil.org/mission.htm


more established foreign businesses, this will bring to a diminution in the diversity of the offer. 

Moreover, structural unemployment might also take place, having as a cause the decline of 

industries due to a long term change in the market, in this case mainly over-specialisation. 
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Taking into consideration our case of study, Romania and Pakistan established their first trade 

agreements during the 60s and continued to carry on their partnership, still present now; the 

reason of course is because both countries find the agreements favourable for their own 

economic as well as social development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Graph 1: Bilateral trade between Pakistan and Romania 2010-2019; unit US Dollar Thousand. Source of data:  
https://www.trademap.org/Bilateral_TS.aspx?nvpm=1%7c586%7c%7c642%7c%7cTOTAL%7c%7c%7c2%7c1%7c1%7c2%7c2%7c1 

%7c1%7c1%7c1%7c1 

 

 

Taking into analysis Graph 1 it is clear that over the time span of the 9 years under observation, 

the imports from Romania have had a higher value than the exports to Romania; despite this the 

exports have remained steady along the years, while the value of imports have been volatile, 
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undergoing a decrease from 2017 to 2019. The Pakistani goods exported to Romania having the 

highest export value in US Dollar Thousand from 2014 to 2016 have been guts, bladders and 

stomachs of animals, having an export value of US$ 5,889; US$ 3,959; and US$ 2,687 over the 

three years under observation. Plain woven and cotton fabrics, toilet linen and kitchen linen have 

had a high export value as well. On the other hand, the imports of sunflower seeds have had the 

highest import value taking into consideration the timespan from 2014 to 2016, respectively US$ 

66,963 in 2014; US$ 15,581 in 2015; and US$ 52,964 in 2016. Other relevant products imported 

from Romania have been wood as well as gas turbines of powers; the latter being imported 

starting from 2016. 
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Graph 2: Pakistan Romania Trade Balance 2010- 2019; unit US$ Thousand. Source of data:  
https://www.trademap.org/Bilateral_TS.aspx?nvpm=1%7c586%7c%7c642%7c%7cTOTAL%7c%7c%7c2%7c1%7c1%7c3%7c2%7c1 

%7c1%7c1%7c1%7c1 

 

 

Graph 2 represents the trade balance between Pakistan and Romania from 2010 to 2019. For a 

better understanding it is important to state that the Balance of Trade (BOT) is the difference 

between the value of imports and exports of a given country over a set period of time. The 
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formula to calculate the BOT of a country is Value of Exports – Value of Imports. A positive 

trade balance is an indicator of trade surplus; on the other hand a negative trade balance, also 

called trade deficit, indicates that the exports have a lower monetary value than the imports. In 

this case, it is clear how the trade balance between Pakistan and Romania over the years under 

observation has been a negative one, only having an increase starting from 2017. It is relevant to 

mention that a trade deficit is not always an indicator of a weak and unstable economy, very 

significant to determine a country’s economy are also the trade policies and the various trade 

agreements.
31 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Conclusion 

 

In conclusion basic common characteristics and factors of Pakistan and the Eastern European 

states under Soviet influence, in particular Romania, led to the possibility of concluding 

important commercial, political and economic agreements which have influenced the internal 

development of either side. These factors were of various nature, such as geographical, 

economic, social or historical ones. As far as the relations between Pakistan and Romania are 

concerned there is no doubt of the importance of the achievements of intensifying and promoting 

bilateral relations, notably during the decades of Soviet influence of Romania. The two countries 

have mutual policies based on peaceful and consistent diplomatic relations, and the respect of 

meaningful principles such as non-interference in internal affairs by the biggest and most 

influential powers. Although relations between Romania and Pakistan have never ceased, in the 

last few decades they have certainly diminished and as a result the internal advantage has also 

declined both on an economic and social level. In order to increment the balance of trade 

between Pakistan and Romania, new investments and policies have to be implemented, allowing 

the two countries to have a higher trade value, importing and exporting goods in which 

production they have a comparative advantage; in this case textile, fish and medical products to 

exports from Pakistan, and oils, cereals and machineries exported from Romania. 
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